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Capturing Technology’s Competitive Advantages

Table 1 Examples of Management Information System Features
Accounts receivables
Climate control
Customer profiles and preferences
Financials
Housekeeping
Reservations and table management
Revenue management
Security
Standing orders and preorders
Web ordering

Auditing and analysis
Customer problems
Customer relations
Food production management
Maintenance
Retail outlets
Sales and catering
Staffing
Telephones and televisions
Web reporting

diverse geographic locations, to store and/or retrieve information on a real-time basis. Everything
from purchasing and warehousing to payroll and sales and marketing would be managed by one
system.
poS System
POS systems are being integrated into MIS to improve foodservice efficiency and profitability at
a staggering pace. They are no longer just glorified cash registers. POS systems for restaurants,
with intuitive touch screens, reduce training time for servers and cashiers, reduce input errors
and waste, and improve customer service. These same systems, designed to record and track
customer orders, process debit and credit cards, manage inventory, and provide data to other
networked systems, freeing up time once devoted to report preparation and analysis. Computer
software suppliers are constantly updating their systems, and foodservice operators are eagerly
embracing and purchasing system enhancements. Touch screen and wireless systems are quickly
becoming the standard, allowing food servers to enter customer orders without having to make
unnecessary trips to the kitchen. The kitchen staff notifies the server via a vibrating pager with a
digital readout when orders are ready. Newer advances allow servers to place orders using handheld devices and server voice recognition systems. These new systems will make it possible for
servers to remain in the dining area to provide customers with more personalized attention.
In addition to improving the flow of information from the wait staff to the kitchen production staff, the real-time data also improve purchasing and inventory controls. Wider wireless
local area networks are giving properties with multiple food service outlets the ability to integrate information and consolidate operations. Consolidated data accumulated by a chain or a
POS provider are available via an Internet site. Profitability as well as enhanced food quality is
achieved by keeping inventories lower through rapid turnover. The leading POS systems offer an
instant multilocation interface, so that sales, labor, inventory, and purchasing information can be
shared on demand. This easy access of information creates a cost-saving environment through
centralized data storage. These databases create powerful tools for making improved marketing,
management, and financial decisions as reports can be generated by the day, hour, and minute.
property management System
For hotels and resorts, bringing each of these functions and other applications together into
a unified program creates a property management system (pMs). PMSs combine computer
hardware and software into an integrated information system. These systems provide a central
point for accumulated data and integrate a variety of activities at the property level such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reservations,
Pricing and revenue management,
Guest profile,
Electronic keys,
Telephone, messaging, and television activation,
Maintaining guest folios,
Updating housekeeping data,
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Table 2 Uses of Data-Mining Information in Hotel Marketing
• Determine usage patterns of hotel facilities by time slots and customer groups
• Identify micro market segments among in-house guests to provide
customized services
• Evaluate training needs based on the nature and location of service failures
• Refine distribution channel management based on timing and volume of reservations from
various sources
• Evaluate menu item popularity and profitability (menu engineering)
• Optimize website design based on visitor browsing patterns and click-to-book conversions

•
•
•
•
•

Combining night audit information and reports,
Maintaining employee payroll records,
Updating inventory records,
Creating financial statements, and
Tracking the effectiveness of marketing programs.

These systems have been further enhanced by another important development in the use
of management information technology—enterprise systems—that combine information for
multiple properties. Enterprise systems present a new model of corporate computing. They allow
companies to replace their existing information systems, which are often incompatible with one
another, with a single, integrated system. An enterprise system enables a company to integrate
the data used throughout its entire organization. By streamlining data flows throughout an organization, these MIS are delivering dramatic gains in operational efficiency and profitability. The
information generated from these databases can be mined and used for a variety of marketing
programs as shown in Table 2.

providing CuStomer ConvenienCe and enhanCing ServiCe
The do-it-yourself approach to customer service met with some initial resistance, but once
customers became comfortable with on-demand services, these technologies spread rapidly.
Nowadays, travelers are so accustomed to self-service technologies some even prefer the do-ityourself option rather than traditional face-to-face personal service. For example, travelers can
now book a flight online as well as check in and print out boarding pass at home or in a hotel
lobby, or at the airport using a self-service kiosk. Similar options are available for hotel stays, train
travel, and attraction visits. Some online tour operators allow travelers to custom design their own
travel packages, or dynamic packaging, based on their preferences and budget.
Many quick service restaurants have installed touch screen kiosks at busy stores to allow
customers placing their own orders. Casual dining restaurants have also placed ordering device
on the table for diners to make order themselves. Many tourist attractions offer audio or video
“tour guides” so that visitors can have an informed visit at their own pace. Tourist boards have
also begun offering apps for consumer mobile devices for visitors to download. These apps provide instant, in-situ information about restaurants, hotels, shops, and attractions to orient visitors of the local offerings. These technologies certainly reduced the labor cost for operators, but
ultimately customer service was improved. Shorter waits in line, reduced transaction times, and
the ability to make changes without explaining the rationale for the changes were just a few of
the improvements. With the aid of technology, including social media, user-generated content,
video, mobile application, location-based services, and other new media and devices, consumers
are more informed of the tourism products and more engaged in travel-related activities so as to
enhance their consumption experience. An extra benefit to international travelers is that the self
service option removes some uncomfortable moments due to language barriers.
Handheld devices and tablet computers are also aiding employees in the service delivery
process. Airlines began using these devices to track baggage, but their use in many other customer service applications has led to their widespread adoption by other tourism service suppliers. Restaurants, always keen on finding new ways to improve customer service and reduce costs,
are finding handheld POS devices to be an invaluable asset. The use of these devices to place an
order can save an average of four minutes over the traditional POS system, freeing more time to
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FYI
Pick Your Seat
Next time, before you fly, log on to http://
www.seatguru.com. Select the airline on
which you will be flying, and you will find a
graphic seating chart for your plane, including
detailed information about the location and

quality of your assigned seat. If you book early
enough, you may be able to select a perfect
seat. Seatguru also provides information on
meals, entertainment options, luggage, and
other airline policies.

focus on the customer.2 Hotels have also used handheld devices to offer check-in service en route
for guests who use their airport transportation service upon arrival. Technologically advanced
hotels have developed apps to allow guests making service requests, from wake up call to room
service, on their mobile devices whether they are in the hotel or out and about.
Database marketing, based on data mining, is aiding tourism suppliers in targeting microsegments of their markets and customizing marketing mixes to fulfill the needs of specific
travelers. Because computers can store and rapidly sift through vast amounts of information,
marketers can build immense databases to provide them with extremely detailed profiles of prospective consumers. Information in the database could come from a variety of sources, including
customer provided information upon reservation or joining frequent guest program, employee
observation, consumption record, guest complaint, and customer survey. Web browsers’ behaviors, such as searches and product click-throughs (e.g., looking at 4-star hotels), can also be
recorded and used for future target marketing purposes. For example, if you search the airfare
from Hong Kong to Sanya, China, through one of the online travel wholesaler sites, promotional
information about airfare between these two cities and other tailored recommendations will pop
up on your computer screen regularly in the next few weeks as you surf the Net. The Amazon
model of additional product recommendations is what the travel industry mirrors after.
For another example, Harrah’s created individualized promotion packages to tempt players to come to its casinos more often. Using information collected from its Total Gold frequent

Global positioning technology provides tourists with an onboard navigator on unfamiliar
roads. Photo by John B. Yale.
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gambler cards, Harrah’s began testing different promotions and learned which promotions
worked best in bringing back players. Marketers for the chain determined that different players
responded better to different promotions, such as free room nights, whereas others returned when
offered free gaming tokens. Now, when a player has not come to Harrah’s within a set time period,
for example, two weeks, that player receives a promotion tailored to his or her tastes. This use of
data mining has increased the response rate for Harrah’s mailed promotions from 3% to 8%.3
Cruise lines is another industry segment that can capture lots of customer data largely due
to the cashless consumption onboard. All expenditures incurred during the cruise, including spa,
beverage, shopping, land tours, and casino plays, are charged to their account. This information
can be helpful in designing future marketing mix targeted at individual consumers based on
their tastes and preferences.

Changing CommuniCation and diStribution ChannelS
Internet access has become ubiquitous. Take a look at Tables 3 and 4 to see the phenomenal
growth, penetration, and usage of the Internet and cell phones. Between 2000 and 2008, worldwide Internet usage grew by 290% with the fastest growth occurring in the Middle East and
Africa as these regions catch up to the rest of the world.4 Mobile phones are overtaking personal
computers as the dominant platform to access the Internet. In countries such as China, Japan,
France, South Korea, and the United Kingdom, this is already a reality.5
internet and travel product distribution
All travel distribution channels and sectors were fundamentally changed by the advent of
the Internet. “Historically, the travel distribution channel was the domain of large suppliers.
Reservation systems were complex and unwieldy, requiring significant investments in hardware,
software and connectivity.”6 Airlines had traditionally relied on travel agents to be the primary
intermediary in the distribution of their services. The Internet introduced online distribution

Table 3 Top Internet Usage Around the World
Country
China
United States
India
Japan
Brazil

Number of Internet Users
538,000,000
245,203,319
137,000,000
101,228,736
88,494,756

Source: Based on Top 20 countries with the highest number of Internet users. (June 30, 2012). Available at:
http://www.internetworldstats.com/top20.htm.

Table 4 Internet and Cell Phone Usage and Growth
1990

2000

2011

7.2
0.5
0.03
0.4

477
244
34
69

782
583
238
302

388
634
71
123

960
1,200
678
762

Internet Users per 1,000 People
United States
Western Europe
Asia-Pacific
Worldwide
Cell Phone Subscribers per 1,000 People
United States
Western Europe
Asia-Pacific
Worldwide

21.1
9.1
0.4
2.1

Source: Based on Top 20 countries with the highest number of Internet users. (June 30, 2011). Available at:
http://www.internetworldstats.com/top20.htm.
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Tourism in Action
An interactive tabletop menu is more than just a gimmick; it serves as a means for bringing foods and
beverages to life. The touchable tasting menu at New York City’s Adour restaurant in the St. Regis Hotel
sports an interactive wine bar. Customers can search and display a menu of wines by the glass or bottle,
reds or whites, and even a selection of bar foods. After an initial selection, the menu allows users to drill
down into wine regions of the world complete with producer information for each selection along with
tasting notes.
This user-friendly format, freed from the clunkiness of a mouse or keyboard, brings wine selection down to a personal, even a social, level. The touchable menu provides more involvement than
kiosks and simple touch screen interactions. It is like having your own personal sommelier. New applications are sure to follow as technology giants such as Microsoft are bringing similar innovations to
market for use in hotels and casino restaurants and lounges.
Source: Spencer, Ante E. (2008, January 28). The touchable tasting menu. Business Week Online, p. 13.

channels, in effect furthering competition by expanding distribution and bringing transparency
to airline inventory and pricing.
Before online distribution channels, consumers bought airline tickets via the airlines call
centers and traditional travel agencies. Both points of distribution used mainframe or “green
screen”–based reservation systems such as American Airlines’ Sabre and United Airlines’ Apollo
systems. For a number of years, airlines owned these proprietary systems, which listed available
air inventories based on schedules with price being a secondary, hidden factor. Naturally, this
scenario created demand for schedule-based inventory and caused airlines to deepen their commitment to operational efficiency. Airlines eventually sold off these reservation systems, but the
basic schedule-based inventory practices continued.
The introduction of the Internet expanded travelers’ choice for points of purchase, thereby
creating price competition for airline inventory. In fact, price is the main driver for purchasing
travel online.7 Travel marketers created online booking engines that allowed travelers to compare available airline inventories by both price and schedule. The availability of price comparison sites, such as travelsupermarket.com, intensifies price competition.
Online reservations represent close to 40% of all U.S. travel in terms of booking dollar
value, of which airlines represent 55% of the total.8 “Carriers’ full-service web sites now handle
between 20 percent to 30 percent (for major carriers) and 70 percent (for low-cost carriers) of
their total transactions.”9 In fact, the Internet has enabled thousands of tourism suppliers to offer
computerized reservation systems that identify the availability of facilities, attractions, accommodation, and transport in real time.
The early airline reservation systems have later been further developed and evolved into
what we know today as the Global Distribution System (GDS). GDS now not only allows travel
intermediaries to make reservations for hotels, resorts, car rental, railways, cruise lines, and
other tourism products, but also provides other integrated marketing services and information.
Through a sophisticated computer system, travel intermediaries can sell a variety of product
combinations in real time. This benefits the consumers by offering information transparency,
broad range of product selection, and price comparison across product options. The six major
GDS (i.e., Amadeus, Sabre, Abacus, Apollo, Galileo, and Worldspan) owned by three major
GDS companies (i.e., Amadeus, Sabre, and Travelport) process more than 2,000 transactions per
minute.10 They distribute products for more than 550 airlines, over 90,000 hotels, the world’s
largest car rental companies, hundreds of tour operators, and the major cruise lines to travel
agencies. GDS generates about two-thirds of all airline passenger revenue, over 10% of hotel
room revenue, and about 30% of car rental revenues in the United States.10
internet-based distribution for hotels
Hotels, especially chain hotels, have been using central reservation systems (CRS) to make room
bookings. Large hotel corporations usually use proprietary CRS, whereas smaller hotel chains
or independent hotels could use commercially available reservation software. CRSs are internal
systems shared by member hotels. Holiday Inns launched the first hotel CRS, Holidex, in 1965 to
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